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NORMAN – University of Oklahoma alumnus, Tulsa native and New York City artist Joe
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Andoe will present a public lecture Tuesday about his OU experiences, his move to the Big
Apple and his overall body of work.
The talk, presented by the OU School of Visual Arts is scheduled for 5 p.m. in room 205, on the
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second floor of the Fred Jones Center, 520 Parrington Oval, on the OU Norman campus.
Members of the public are invited to attend the reception, which will be in the building’s lobby
area immediately following the lecture. There will be refreshments and live music from DT5.
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Both the lecture and reception are complimentary, according to a news release.
During his visit, Andoe also will be visiting with undergraduate and graduate students in the
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School of Visual Arts. In addition, he is serving as the guest juror for the 103rd student
exhibition at the Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art. Andoe is curating the exhibition, and he will be
selecting the works that will receive awards given out at the opening reception on Thursday,
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Andoe graduated from OU in 1981 with a master of fine arts degree in art. Originally from
Tulsa, he moved to New York City after earning his OU degree. He has been living and working
in
in New
New York
York since
since 1982.
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Andoe’s works have been exhibited in museums across the nation, most notably the
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Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York City, the Museum of Modern Art in Boston, and the Museum of
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Contemporary Art in San Diego.
For more information on the OU School of Visual Arts, go to art.ou.edu.
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Brandy McDonnell, also known by her initials BAM, writes stories and reviews on movies, music, the

